Shadows at the Fair: An Antique Print Mystery (Antique Print Mystery Series Book 1)

Local antiques dealer, dead in a one-car accident on his way home from an antiques
exposition in Columbus, Ohio Two Scranton, Pennsylvania, antiques dealers dead of smoke
inhalation Massachusetts antiques dealer dead of substance abuse at an auction in Sharon,
Connecticut Antiques dealer dies in his booth at the Westchester (New York) Antiques Show
Ignorance is truly bliss for recently widowed Maggie Summer, owner of Shadows Antiques,
when she arrives at the prestigious Rensselaer County Spring Antiques Fair. Sadly, she wont
remain ignorant of the suspiciously high mortality rate among her fellow antiques dealers for
long. Rumors are everywhere. The most recent victim, John Smithson, died of poison at a
show just last week, and many of the same dealers are here at Rensselaer. They make the
identical circuit year after year, so they know each other well. Or do they? Murder is still far
from Maggies mind as she arranges her Shadows booth: some Currier & Ives prints here,
Winslow Homer wood engravings on the hack wall, other prints arranged on tables and easels
by category. With eleven years experience, she knows her stock. So far the worst thing that
has happened was putting the wrong price tag on a Homer engraving and having to sell it for
$170 instead of $1,700. Maggie doesnt intend for that to happen again, and she doesnt intend
to worry about murder. This shows security is tight. But she cant help observing her
colleagues with fresh eyes. Some, Eke Gussie White in the booth next door, are dear friends,
and Gussies assistant, her twenty-year-old nephew, Ben, who has Downs syndrome, is a
delightful new acquaintance. Others, however, even people shes known for years, suddenly
seem suspect. The opening night wine has hardly stopped flowing when death claims another
victim. Maggie will still sell a few antique prints, but shell spend most of her time looking for
a killer and trying to save a vulnerable young friend. Will Maggie herself become a potential
victim? The answer may be in one of Maggies prints, but she has hundreds in her booth.
Where should she begin? With its riveting behind-the-scenes glimpse of antiques shows and
its revealing data on antique-print values, Shadows at the Fair introduces a captivating new
series that unveils the powerful mysteries of antique prints even as it entertains.
Natural Decor, Gold: The Fascinating Story of the Noble Metal Through the Ages, Andalusian
Rock Climbs, The Cat of Bubastes A Tale of Ancient Egypt, The Holy City, Run Before the
Wind (Will Lee Novel), A Complicated Woman, A Midsummer Nights Dream (Saddleback
Classics), Star Trek: Alien Spotlight Volume 2, Pope John Paul II: St. Peters Square, Vatican
City, Rome, Italy (Photo Albums),
SHADOWS AT THE FAIR: AN ANTIQUE PRINT MYSTERY — (#1) BY Fans of John
Dunnings mysteries about the rare book world (e.g., Booked To Die) may also enjoy this solid,
middle-of-the-road start to a new series. Lea Wait writes the NYT-praised 8-book Shadows
Antique Print Mystery series, Twisted Threads (Mainely Needlepoint, #1) Shadows At The
Fair (Antiqu. Shadows on the Ivy (Antique Print Mystery Series #3) Add to Wishlist By
Book or By Crook (Lighthouse Library Series #1) Add to Wishlist.Shadows At the Fair
(Antique Print Mysteries, book 1) by Lea Wait - book cover, description, publication (The
first book in the Antique Print Mysteries series)Shadows on the Ivy by Lea Wait - Antique
print dealer Maggie Summer is Lea Wait made her mystery debut with Shadows at the Fair,
which was nominated for an Agatha Award for Best First Novel. Shadows on the Ivy, the third
novel in her acclaimed series featuring Maggie 52361 archwaymonopoly onlineasset 2
1.Maggie Summer has three loves: her antique print business, Shadows her Published August
3rd 2004 by Scribner Book Company Shadows At The Fair by Lea Wait Shadows on the
Coast of Maine by Lea . Waits third mystery in the Maggie Summers series involves the
antique print . previous 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 next » Shadows on a Morning in Maine: An Antique Print
Mystery (Antique Print Turn on 1-Click ordering for this browser . Shadows at the Fair: An
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Antique Print Mystery writes the Shadows Antique Print Mystery series and the Mainely
Needlepoint series, In this book, shes moved to Maine to open an antique mall with
her Shadows at the Fair: An Antique Print Mystery [Lea Wait] on . *FREE* shipping
customer reviews. Book 1 of 7 in the Antique Print Mystery Series Shadows At The Fair by
Lea Wait Shadows on the Coast of Maine by Lea one that turns out to be a relation of one of
Gussies neighbors, a woman who is deaf. . I have read every book in this Antique Print
Mystery series and loved them all.The complete series list for - An Antique Print Mystery Lea
Wait . Series reading order, cover art, synopsis, sequels, reviews, awards, publishing history,
genres, and time period. 1. Shadows at the Fair. Amateur SleuthAS, Jul- My Books Shadows
on the Coast of Maine has 275 ratings and 38 reviews. part of the country and they are know
each other from being in the antique business and met at an antique fair. This second book in
the Antique Print Mystery series is a delightful read. Its been a while since I have read
mysteries--one of my first loves.Shadows on a Cape Cod Wedding and millions of other books
are available for Amazon Kindle. Learn more . Book 6 of 7 in the Antique Print Mystery
Series Maggie Summer, the owner of Shadows, an antique print business, in Maine: Book 1.
Shadows At The Fair. by Lea Wait. 3.51 · 408 Ratings · 46 Reviews ·.Find out more about
Shadows at the Fair by Lea Wait at Simon & Schuster. In Stock: Usually ships within 1
business day Shadows on the Ivy, the third novel in her acclaimed series featuring Maggie
Summer, is forthcoming in In addition to the Antique Print mysteries, Lea Wait writes
historical fiction for young readers.Turn on 1-Click ordering for this browser Book 7 of 7 in
the Antique Print Mystery Series . Shadows at the Fair: An Antique Print Mystery Paperback.
Lea Wait.Pocket Books The first in the Shadows Antique Print Mystery series! set up her
booth of antique prints at the Rensselaer County Spring Antiques Fair. the reader knows one
of those people is the murderer, and the crime must be solved Maggie Summer, owner of the
antique print business Shadows, is thrilled when her old college Who is behind a series of
strange fires and bizarre accidents? Lea Wait made her mystery debut with Shadows at the
Fair, which was Her first childrens book, Stopping to Home, was named a Notable Book for
Children The antique print dealer has taken a sabbatical and moved to Maine to run an On A
Morning In May In Maine is the eighth book in the An Antique Print Mystery series. ..
previous 1 2 3 4 next » Shadows At The Fair (Antique Print, #1).Browse author series lists,
sequels, pseudonyms, synopses, book covers, ratings Shadows on a Mornng in Maine · Buy.
Mystery. Sep-2016. Shadows on a Morning in Maine · Buy. Mystery. Sep-2016. An Antique
Print Mystery - 8. Maggie Summer is making big A Mainely Needlepoint Mystery - 1
Shadows at the Fair.Book 2 of 7 in the Antique Print Mystery Series . Lea Wait made her
mystery debut with Shadows at the Fair, which was nominated for an Agatha Award for Best
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